Sequential Integration of Fuzzy Clustering and Expectation Maximization for Transcription Factor Binding Site Identification.
The identification of transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) is a problem for which computational methods offer great hope. Thus far, the expectation maximization (EM) technique has been successfully utilized in finding TFBSs in DNA sequences, but inappropriate initialization of EM has yielded poor performance or running time scalability under a given data set. In this study, we used a sequential integration approach that defined the final solution as the set of solutions acquired from solving objectives in a cascade manner to integrate the fuzzy C-means and the EM approaches to DNA motif discovery. The new method is explained in detail and tested on the chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) data sets for different transcription factors (TFs) with various motif patterns. The proposed algorithm also suggests an efficient process for analyzing motif similarity to known motifs as well as finding a target motif. A comparison of results with those of the well-known motif-finding tool, MEME-ChIP, shows the advantages of our proposed framework over this existing tool. Experimental results show that we were able to find the true motifs for all TFs, and that the motifs found by our proposed algorithm were more similar to JASPAR-known motifs for the STAT1, GATA1, and JUN TFs than those found by MEME-ChIP.